A comparison of histopathologic margin assessment after steel scalpel, monopolar electrosurgery, and ultrasonic scalpel glossectomy in a rat model.
At the conclusion of this presentation, the participants should be able to describe the tissue effects of steel scalpel, monopolar electrosurgery, and ultrasonic scalpel glossectomy with respect to histopathologic margin assessment in a rat model. Histopathologic margin assessment is important in guiding treatment and determining prognosis for squamous cell cancer of the oral tongue. Energy based devices for glossectomy produce varying degrees of tissue distortion and artifact that can influence margin assessment. The purpose of this study is to compare the tissue effects of three surgical methods of glossectomy with respect to margin assessment by a pathologist. Blinded histopathologic study of three surgical techniques for glossectomy using a rat model. The anterior tongue of thirty Sprague-Dawley rats was excised using either steel scalpel, monopolar electrosurgery, or ultrasonic scalpel (three groups of ten). Specimens were fixed in formalin and serially sectioned, and hematoxylin and eosin stains were examined by a pathologist blinded to the surgical procedure. Comparison between surgical techniques with respect to effect on the tissue margin was carried out using a previously described grading system for margin assessment. Minimal tissue disruption at the surgical margin was produced by the steel scalpel, in contrast to monopolar electrosurgery and harmonic scalpel, which both produced varying levels of tissue distortion. Margin fragmentation, cautery artifact, and artifact depth was greater with monopolar electrosurgery when compared to harmonic scalpel. Energy based devices cause tissue distortion which may in theory effect the ability to accurately assess surgical margins for tumor involvement on histopathology. In our rat model of glossectomy, the harmonic scalpel created less tissue distortion at the surgical margin than monopolar electrosurgery. Further study is required to determine the clinical relevance of these findings.